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In mathematics, the Dirac delta function (Î´ function) is a generalized function or distribution introduced by the
physicist Paul Dirac. It is used to model the density of an idealized point mass or point charge as a function
equal to zero everywhere except for zero and whose integral over the entire real line is equal to one.
Dirac delta function - Wikipedia
The Pythagorean trigonometric identity is a trigonometric identity expressing the Pythagorean theorem in
terms of trigonometric functions. Along with the sum-of-angles formulae, it is one of the basic relations
between the sine and cosine functions.
Pythagorean trigonometric identity - Wikipedia
In matematica, la funzione delta di Dirac, anche detta impulso di Dirac, distribuzione di Dirac o funzione Î´, Ã¨
una distribuzione la cui introduzione formale ha spianato la strada per lo studio della teoria delle distribuzioni.
Delta di Dirac - Wikipedia
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Fundamental properties of black phosphorus for biomedical applications. Compared to other 2D materials,
BP has been known as a more favorable material for biomedical applications due to its exceptional
properties.
Black Phosphorus and its Biomedical Applications
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